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Fast access

Plenty of space for rest and relaxation

The hotel is just a few
hundred metres from motorway A52 Düsseldorf / Essen,
exit Ratingen / Kaiserswerth.
The A44, Düsseldorf-Nord
junction connects the relexa
hotel to the airport, trade
fairgrounds and the RatingenOst junction. A taxi will take
you from Düsseldorf City

Whatever room category
you choose – Superior,
Deluxe or an exclusively
furnished suite – you are
assured the highest level
of comfort.

All rooms have hairdryer,
phone and WLAN, flatscreen
and minibar. Rooms are
reserved for non-smokers
and smokers.
Our attentive room service
is flexible in meeting the
needs of our guests.

Düsseldorf

motorway exit
D.-Flughafen

Living à la relexa

Our hotel offers 169 inviting
rooms with a perfect
combination of functionality
and comfort to ensure a
pleasant stay and a peaceful
night's sleep. All rooms were
renovated in 2014.
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Hotellerie à la relexa

You have easy access to the
trade fairgrounds by car:
30 minutes to Essen and
about 45 minutes to
Cologne.

relexa hotel Airport
Düsseldorf-Ratingen

relexa hotel Airport
Düsseldorf-Ratingen
Berliner Straße 95 – 97
40880 Ratingen
Tel. +49 (0) 21 02 | 458 – 0
Fax +49 (0) 21 02 | 458 – 599
Duesseldorf-Ratingen@
relexa-hotel.de

Welcome to your First Class Business Hotel

to the relexa hotel Airport
in about 15 minutes; and
from the airport in just five
minutes.

Amadeus: LMDUSREL
Sabre: LM22218
Worldspan: LM14028
Apollo/Galileo: LM17645

www.relexa-hotels.de · www.relexa-hotel-duesseldorf.de
Berlin · Düsseldorf-Ratingen · Frankfurt/Main · Hamburg · München
Ratingen · Stuttgart · Bad Salzdetfurth · Bad Steben · Braunlage

Your business location
next to the airport

Business travellers are
entitled to high expectations
regarding the functionality
and comfort of a conference
hotel. Long-standing
experience and professional
staff allow the relexa hotel
Airport Düsseldorf-Ratingen
to meet all of your
requirements.
In addition to the technical
prerequisites for efficiency,
we also offer perfect

organization and service
that fulfils every wish.
The ideal location in the
»Business-in-West« industrial park, right next to the
motorway, near the airport
and fairgrounds, makes this
the perfect base for successful business in the Rhineland.

diego cervo/Fotolia.com

Relaxation ...

Dining ...

Well rested and fit for
the new day

the ready in our newly designed fitness area.

After a lengthy meeting or
an exhausting trade-fair day,
or if you simply want to give
yourself a treat ... a visit to
our modern wellness and fitness area is well worthwhile.

Or for a more passive winddown, visit our spacious
Finnish Sauna, a steam
sauna with colour therapy,
»showerland facilities« and a
rest room with fireplace.
And in the solarium you can
soak up rest and sunshine
until late in the evening.

For active training we have
the most modern devices at

Service ...

Meetings ...

Our »Boulevard« Bar & Café
offers the busy business
traveller a quick and tasty
lunch with the »Quick
Lunch«.
At the end of the day, enjoy a
night-cap with draught beer,
exotic cocktails and
snacks available in the bar
until the early hours.

»Boulevard« or
»Brasserie« – always
the perfect setting

Arrangements
tailored to suit you

The extensive breakfast
buffet is served every
morning in the »Brasserie«
Restaurant. The lunch buffet
offers a wide variety of starters, main dishes and tempting desserts.

»Doing ordinary things
extraordinarily well« is the
philosophy of our hotel, which
is not only reflected in all
aspects of the relexa hotel
Airport Düsseldorf-Ratingen,
but also in the diversity of
special offers.

And in the evening you can
enjoy culinary specialities.

Complete events from transfer to entertainment or

a culinary weekend with
culture are just as much part
of our range as the »Park,
Stay & Fly« offer for guests
who want a relaxing start
to their holiday.
We will be happy to organize
an individual programme that
flexibly fulfils your wishes.
Simply call us for a copy of
our latest promotions.

A great location for
business success

offer the optimum setting
for any event.

relexa hotel Airport
Düsseldorf-Ratingen is your
perfect partner for business
meetings. The hotel has 13
modern conference rooms
with state-of-the-art equipment and the flexibility to

From conferences and seminars to birthday parties
– our long-standing experience and perfect organization will contribute to the
success of your event.

